PRESS RELEASE

Augustin Teboul Make-Up Autumn & Winter 2016/17 by CATRICE

Yesterday afternoon, Augustin Teboul presented the Autumn & Winter Collection
2016/17 in the impressive location of the Kronprinzenpalais as part of the Berliner
Mode Salon (Berlin Fashion Salon). All models received a professional make-up
styling with CATRICE products for the show.
Loni Baur as Head of Make-up created a soft and natural beauty look with a focus on
expressive lips in collaboration with CATRICE – a perfect dialogue between a cool
nude and contrasting red.

Here is a step-by-step guide to creating the make-up of the show:

Step 1: First, the skin is primed to create perfectly defined facial features with the
help of the Allround Contouring Palette and the Prime And Fine Professional
Contouring Palette 010 Ashy Radiance. Take special care to shade the temples.

Step 2: Fill in small gaps in the brows with the sponge applicator of the Velvet Brow
Powder Artist. Then use the brush of the Eyebrow Stylist to brush them into a cool
and sporty shape.

Step 3: The eyes are only subtly emphasized to ensure a natural look. Blend a
combination of the colours in the Absolute Matt Eyeshadow Palette 010 Eyes Wide
Matt on the ball of the eye. Next, use the darker shade of the Prime And Fine
Professional Contouring Palette 010 Ashy Radiance for shading.

Step 4: For especially intensive lip results, first contour and fill in the lips with the
Longlasting Lip Pencil 130 Prince Cherry as a base and then apply the Ultimate Stay
Lipstick 100 Red Red Shine on the upper and lower lip.

Step 5: Paint your nails with the CC Care & Conceal 06 Perfecting Pale Almond for a
gorgeous nude look.

The product images for this look can be downloaded here:
www.cosnova-mediabox.com
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